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APPENDIX B: DETAILED CRITIQUE OF THE NGT PROPOSALS 

 

The New Generation Transport (NGT) team, in setting out the various versions of their 

proposals, have allowed the statements of worthy aims to become suffused and conflated 

with what can only be described as an amalgam of propaganda and wishful thinking: this 

has made rational analysis - even discussion - difficult.  For instance, the discussions around 

this subject have been - perhaps deliberately - clouded by implying that “NGT” and 

“trolleybus” are interchangeable terms: that “trolleybus” is a large and important subset of 

modern, new technology public transport vehicles which use electric traction systems and 

are in development, trial or use.  In what follows, “NGT” is used to denote the current 

proposals to install a trolleybus line with stringent precedence systems. 

 

In this document direct quotations from key documents which are in the public domain are italicised.  Comments 

are presented in standard type. 

 

In TWAO Document A-01-2, Concise Statement of the Proposals, at Section 3. The Aims of the Proposals, 

the Proposers re-iterate their previously stated broad objectives for the scheme in the following terms: 

 

§3.2.3  Improve the efficiency of the City's public transport and road networks 

§3.2.4  Support and facilitate targeted regeneration initiatives and economic growth 

  in the more deprived areas of Leeds 

§3.2.5  Reduce transport's emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases 

§3.2.6  Promote quality of life through a safe and healthy built and natural  

  environment........AND 

§3.3  New Generation Transport: creating a modern, reliable and integrated  

  transport system for Leeds and the City Region 

§3.4  NGT is to be a modern, environmentally friendly public transport system for 

  Leeds, ............. 

 

The first four are worthy aims: the latter two are simply claims, even propaganda slogans.  The Promoters' 

objectives, as set out in greater detail in the Programme Entry Business Case, are examined in Section B.2, 

below.  In Section A4.1 we review more general themes concerning each claim of benefit made for "NGT". 

 

In the Promoters' Statement of Case (30th January 2014) (PSoC) at Section 3, Need for the Scheme, §3.4, it 

is stated that: 
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The needs for the City's transport networks are therefore: 

 To support and facilitate the city meeting its full economic potential; 

 To help the most deprived areas of the city to enjoy the benefits of that growth and 

support redevelopment and regeneration of under-utilised and derelict land; and 

 To support the realisation of a more environmentally sustainable city. 

 

Again, worthy aims: these are repeated in more detail at §4.6, and at §4.5 it is stated that these 

objectives have informed the choices of vehicle and route. 

 

In what follows the Proposals are examined to determine whether these aims and objectives 

are likely to be met, either within the limited context of the proposed NGT scheme, which is 

the sole subject of this Inquiry, or in the context of a grander, City-wide public transport 

provision: and whether the choices of vehicle and route are appropriate and justified. 

 

B.1  THE CASE FOR NGT 

 

 

B.1.1 - Characteristics of the proposed system 

 

In the Publication “Investing in Public Transport: A Framework for Leeds”,  April 2009 (Document 

C-4-2, Ref. B.01), Leeds City Council and Metro argue that (p 13) “People want to see a public 

transport system that: 

1. Is punctual and reliable 

2. Offers adequate capacity, although there is a recognition 

that in peak periods some passengers may have to stand 

3. Has modern comfortable vehicles with space for luggage 

4. Has facilities that allow passengers to wait in a safe and 

secure environment 

5. Has clean vehicles that are seen as safe and secure 

6. Provides information before and during the journey 

7. Has more Park & Ride facilities 

8. Is affordable, and 

9. Offers competitive door-to-door journey times when 

compared with alternatives.” 
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These all seem desirable characteristics of, or specifications for, a good and well-patronised public 

transport (PT) system, but there is nothing here which could only and uniquely be met by a 

trolleybus.  The provision of Park and Ride facilities is a separate issue, although a good PT system 

should look to utilise them.  As detailed below, without operating at full - "crushed" - load (no 

baggage or shopping!), when only about one third of NGT passengers, depending on vehicle 

specification, will have a seat, the system could not carry anywhere near the demand in peak flow 

periods, so the proposed system fails on Point 2, capacity and seating.  As argued elsewhere, door-

to-door journey times will be scarcely any better than at present for NGT users and considerably 

worse for all other travellers, so the proposed system fails on Point 9, also. Indeed as the NWLTF 

submission defines the journey times  could, at off-peak times, be longer than the do-minimum 

NGT alternative. 

 

On p20 of the same document it is stated that “We’ve identified a range of possible ways of 

improving the City’s public transport network, each aimed at meeting our wider objectives by 

addressing existing and anticipated problems.  These include: 

1. Rapid transit [for which read NGT 

trolleybuses: comment added] 

2. Bus network enhancements 

3. Rail network enhancements 

4. Tram Train 

5. Park & Ride 

6. Other measures such as changes to 

fares and ticketing, provision of information before and during the public transport journey, 

and the quality of stops and interchanges.” 

 

Option 5 is peripheral to the present examination.  Options 3&4 are ruled out (at least for the 

present) by financial and topographical considerations.  Option 6 should be considered essential 

whichever mode of transportation is chosen for the system.  A seventh option, not considered 

because of prohibitive initial cost but one uniquely suited to solving the A660 problem, is an 

underground light rail system surfacing beyond the A6120.  (It is to be observed that the same 

thinking which rules out consideration of an underground system because no other town in the UK 

is considering one would automatically rule out consideration of a trolleybus based system).  The 

remaining options are in direct competition. 

 

Further, the NGT Leeds website homepage indicates that: 

1. Modern trolleybuses run on rubber 
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tyres like a regular bus but they are powered by electricity from overhead wires. 

2. They have fast, smooth acceleration 

and are clean, quiet and don’t pollute the local environment. 

3. They provide quicker, more reliable 

journeys, using dedicated lanes wherever possible to help avoid congestion 

4. The vehicles will be modern, easily 

accessible for wheelchairs and buggies and will be fully compliant with the Disability 

Discrimination Act (DDA). 

 

It is not clear in #1 how “modern” and “old fashioned” trolleybuses differ in these respects.  We 

would hope that all public transport would conform to the objectives of #4: however, space for 

wheeled carriers on-board is unlikely to be available during peak flow times, and the extra waiting 

and walking times consequent upon separation and removal of stops discriminate against families 

and the disabled.  Regarding #2, the trolleys will have to be fitted with noise systems to avoid the 

soubriquet of “Whispering Death” attached to the old Bradford trolleys but, like aircraft, they may 

be quiet inside.  (Anecdotal evidence from the Continent suggest that poorly maintained trolleys 

soon become very noisy!)  Environmental pollution claims are examined below, and found to be 

only part of the truth.  Fast acceleration and deceleration and a high proportion of standing 

passengers do not “sit” comfortably together.  Point #3 indicates the basis for all claims about NGT, 

while avoiding admission that the congestion to be avoided will have been caused in part by the 

precedence systems. 

 

bringing the following benefits: 

1. Exclusive lanes and roads and 

special equipment will give NGT vehicles priority at traffic lights and junctions. 

2. New, comfortable fully accessible 

vehicles that will also be better for the environment. 

3. High quality stops and shelters with 

real-time information showing passengers when NGT services are due to arrive. 

4. Large Park & Ride sites for people 

wanting to avoid the jams by swapping from the car to NGT. 

 

These are hardly benefits, but prerequisites which might lead to benefits for travellers and citizens. 

 

and further predicting: 
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1. Fast & reliable journeys into and 

across Leeds with exclusive lanes and roads and special equipment to give NGT vehicles 

priority at traffic lights and junctions. 

2. High frequency journeys served by 

high quality stops and shelters with real-time information showing passengers when NGT 

services are due to arrive. 

3. Zero emissions on route from new, 

comfortable fully accessible vehicles that are better for the environment. 

4. Over 2,300 park and ride spaces for 

people wanting to avoid the jams by swapping from the car to NGT. 

5. £160m boost to local economy each 

year, helping to create 4,000 permanent new jobs. 

 

Again, these are not characteristics exclusive to trolleybuses or an “NGT” system based on them.  

The claims are in part contradicted in the Business Case, §5.5 which states that lower stop 

specifications will save £4.1M. 

 

 

B.1.2 - Benefits to travellers 

 

In their submission to DfT (NGT Programme Entry Business Case submission, March 2012 - Core 

Document C-2: Executive Summary, p2/87, §1.4), the NGTt (New Generation Transport team) 

argued that : 

“In the corridors it will serve, NGT will deliver a step change public transport provision. .....” with 

1. a capital cost lower than a tram 

system; 

2. reduced journey times; 

3.  more reliable journey times; 

4.  NGT would be a more attractive 

mode of transport; 

5.  it would offer better quality vehicles 

and stops; and 

6.  it would offer significant local 

environmental benefits.   

 

We are unsure what is meant or implied by “step change”: it appears to be a piece of Orwellian 

“NewSpeak” for institutionalised vandalism, reassuring in its assonance but offering nothing 
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positive.  #1 is certainly true.  ##4&5 offer nothing that is unique to a trolleybus system.  #3 is 

probable - for NGT users - but, as is argued below, this is only achievable through a rigorous 

precedence system, and is again not unique to a trolleybus.  As argued below, ##2&6 are blatant 

misrepresentations. 

 

At §4.3 of the Promoters' Statement of Case of 30th January 2014 (PSoC), the putative advantages 

are summarised as: 

NGT will be modern, accesible, energy efficient and clean, providing a high quality 

transport system that offers passengers improved journey times and a frequent, punctual 

service.  It will connect people to key employment sites, education, health and leisure 

facilities, acting as a catalyst and driver for economic growth and regeneration. 

 

Again, the characterstics are not unique to NGT-trolleybus, while the route is entirely on existing 

bus routes,at least on the N section, so that the new service does no more connecting than the 

existing one.  The claims for advantages to travellers are examined in more detail, below. 

 

Two further disadvantages of a fixed line system with signalised precedence on this route, indeed 

anywhere, are evident on further reflection.  Inflexibility of served destinations is dealt with below.   

 

The other is that without complete segregation, as would be given by a tunnel or overhead system, 

the frequency of service is limited by the need to allow other road users to proceed.  Even with 

perfectly adjusted signals and co-ordination of inbound and outbound trolley vehicles through these, 

light sequences could be of no less than 6 minutes duration, limiting service frequency to 10/h.  

Capacity can only be increased by increasing the size of vehicles and/or increasing the proportion of 

standing passengers.  The current proposals are at the limit of each of these variables: double deck 

and bi-articulated vehicles have been ruled out for over-ridingly practical reasons.  The maximum, 

"crush", capacity is now claimed to be 160 and thus 1,600 passengers/h in each direction might be 

carried.  By our casual observation, bus services on A660 currently carry almost half as many 

passengers again in the two hour peak flow period (an estimate validated by boarding figures 

quoted in the TAS Partnership report which forms part of First West Yorkshire's Statement of Case).  

Together with the estimated 1000 passengers from the Bodington Park and Ride itself, at capacity, 

this represents a weight of patronage which simply cannot be serviced by the trolley vehicles alone.  

Therefore, a supplementary bus service is mandated. 

 

The necessity for a dual, non-integrated public transport offering makes for a dis-service and a 
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disbenefit to travellers, for many reasons dealt with below.  The remark of Sir David Higgins, in the 

context of discussions around HS-2 is perhaps pertinent here: "We know from Europe that 

integrated transport is the key, from Switzerland to Holland.  It is how sophisticated countries 

work".  (Reported in Yorkshire Post, Business Thursday section, February 20th 2014, p1). 

 

 

B.1.3 - Delays and improved journey times 

 

In the Business Case at §2.12, p10/87, it is stated that  “Bus demand is high, but bus services are 

characterised by delay and bunching due to traffic congestion.  This contributes to excess waiting 

times, on-bus crowding ...(and)... reduces the attractiveness of public transport.” 

 

Any traveller on the A660, particularly during peak times and whether on public or private 

transport, is aware that this is a gross misrepresentation of reality.  Buses are stationary for very 

long periods (15 minutes is a not uncommon experience) while large numbers of passengers 

struggle through the laborious process of ordering and paying for tickets, in the morning often Day-

Rider and other concessions.  This allows following buses to catch up at popular points, even 

overtake, all these manoeuvres causing obstruction to other users of the road and severe congestion.  

The Transport Group of the NW Area Committee have long argued for improvement of these 

arrangements to improve speed and convenience on the buses and reduce congestion on the road.  

To blame delay and bunching on congestion is utterly perverse and the reverse of the truth. 

 

Even on the estimates made by the Promoters themselves (assessed in Sections B1, especially 

subsections c and n; B3a at subsections iii and vi; B4b subsections i, ii and especially iv-vi, of 

NWLTF Revised Statement of Case of 28th February), door-to-door journey times using NGT will 

be poorer than existing bus use, and no improvement on off-peak travel at present on buses: in 

particular, the express X84 service is currently time-tabled for better run times than forecast for 

NGT, even during peak periods, and regularly achieves them.  There is the added hazard at peak 

flow times that if no room is available on the first vehicle to arrive, another 6min at least is added to 

the overall journey time. 

 

The run time benefits claimed, and which could be achieved by NGT, are the result of 

better boarding and ticketing arrangements (which are not uniquely applicable to 

NGT-trolleybus) and to prioritisation: these could be achieved sooner and more 

cheaply by other means. 
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B.1.4 - Benefits to City 

 

In the PSoC at §3.10, it is stated that the system "will be one part of the integrated and 

complementary package of improvements to the city's public transport system and road network." 

and "...will contribute to the city meeting its full economic potential....".  The package of measures 

so far realised has been somewhat ineffectual (for instance, guided buses regularly avoid the special 

guided lanes on the York Road and use the ordinary carriageway), piecemeal and unimaginative, 

contra PSoC §3.8.  The only integrated system proposal was for the so-called SuperTram network, 

whose central funding was withdrawn.  The present proposal adds another misfit which is 

deliberately aimed not to integrate with the existing bus services ("branding") and on the route to be 

directly competitive.  This is contrary to the directive quoted in PSoC Appendix C-4-46 Integration: 

Transport Interchange, at Section 1.1: 

"Improving interchange is identified in the Government's white paper A New Deal for Transport (DETR, 1998) 

as a key factor in achieving truly integrated transport. 

Furthermore to assist the process of urban renewal and make towns and cities more pedestrian-friendly, there 

is a greater emphasis on integrated transport strategies to provide a choice of different means of travel, with 

purpose-built interchanges that ensure the transfer from one mode to another is achieved quickly, conveniently, 

reliably and cost-effectively." 

 

As noted above, ibidem §3.4 states: 

The needs for the City's transport networks are therefore: 

 To support and facilitate the city meeting its full economic potential; 

 To help the most deprived areas of the city to enjoy the benefits of that growth and 

support redevelopment and regeneration of under-utilised and derelict land; and 

 To support the realisation of a more environmentally sustainable city. 

 

As Figures 3.2 (Index of Multiple Deprivation) and 3.3 (Areas for Future Large Scale Land Use 

Change) of the PSoC show most strikingly, it would not be possible to put a transport line through 

Leeds which so clearly avoids deprivation or runs through such a well-developed and stable setting 

as that chosen for the N section of the route, and the S section does only marginally less well. 

 

“Economic analysis", it is claimed, shows that - ...., "implantation of NGT would lead to creation of 
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significant employment opportunities and an increase in the City's GDP (§1.5, Programme Entry 

Business Case): 

1. creation of around 4,000 additional 

jobs in Leeds city centre by 2030, representing a 4% increase in city centre employment; 

2. creation of a further 250 jobs 

directly as a result of operating and maintaining NGT; 

3. a 4% uplift to conventional scheme 

economics; and 

4. a £176M (or2.9%) uplift in annual 

GDP arising from the project scheme.   

 

#3 is a piece of impenetrable jargon.  #2 does not take into account jobs lost due to the severe 

curtailment of standard bus services which are predicted elsewhere in the Business Case.  #1 is a 

big claim, based on rather optimistic readings of the experiences of other cities installing fixed line 

systems.  Neither #1 nor #2 take into account the loss of jobs as businesses and small shops along 

the route are separated from customers by the installation works and the severance caused by the 

widened and forbidding highway with traffic moving at very different speeds in the different lanes.  

#1 implies #4, which is subject to the same strictures.  In addition the jobs are predicted to be in the 

centre of the City, necessitating travel and depriving the periphery. 

 

These claimed benefits are seen as fulfilling the objectives of the Local Transport Plan,(WY-LTP-2:  

Ref. B.02) which are (§2.16, p11/87) “to support regional economic activity; to make progress 

towards a low carbon, sustainable transport system for the region; and to enhance the quality of life 

of people living and working in the region.” 

 

The outcomes that are foreseen by WRA would be neutral towards, or inimical to, each 

of these aspirations, particularly that regarding quality of life, a matter explored below. 

 

 

 

B.1.5 - “Why here?” 

 

In addressing this question regarding the A660, the NGT website at “The Route – Line One” states: 

1. Congestion already causes problems 

and is likely to cause more in the future. 

2. There is no easily accessible rail 
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alternative. 

3. Faster and more efficient transport 

links providing the greatest benefits to education, health, employment and the city’s overall 

economy. 

 

#2 is certainly true.  Reading #3 in the most plausible way, it is unsupported and tendentious.  The 

first part of #1 is true and, as argued below, NGT is likely to be one of the mechanisms increasing 

congestion in the future.  In the Business Case, at §2.19, p11/87 and Table 2.2, p 12/87, it states 

“The NGT scheme objectives have informed the selection of routes and vehicle technology .......”.  

But, at §8.34, in respect of traffic congestion, the Business Case acknowledges that “the 

introduction of NGT infrastructure has an impact on general highway capacity along the corridors, 

also banning right turns and restricting general highway movements in some locations”.  This is 

particularly the case in the A660 sector and §8.37 refers to Lawnswood Roundabout, Hyde Park 

Corner/Woodhouse Moor and Woodhouse Lane/Blenheim Terrace specifically.  The further claim 

that “the increased traffic flows are on roads with little residential frontage” reveals unfamiliarity 

with the area. 

 

There would seem to be two real reasons for choosing A660.  Firstly, it is a lucrative route, because 

there are few alternatives to using the A660 itself (see Appendix A to this Statement), and so little 

opportunity not to use NGT if it were the sole public transport mode; that there are two major 

occupational destinations on the route (the two university central campuses) and a very high density 

of people wanting to access those destinations from further out on the route (though this 

demographic is changing); that a high proportion of travellers already use public transport, in spite 

of the inflated fares (recently reduced!); and that an effectively captive clientele which has no 

cumulative memory of travelling conditions (because individuals are there for 2 years only, on 

average) will allow further inflated fares (on NGT, at least) to be charged for an inferior overall 

service, supposedly so as to provide income to defray the costs of the project and for future 

transport developments (extension of the trolley system?) in the rest of Leeds.  Access to rail, and 

the possibilities for expansion of what is already the most heavily used and poorest commuter rail 

route into Leeds, are limited (Ref. B.03, p16). 

 

Secondly, the applied for Order "...will confer if granted: ......... Powers to operate the transport 

system;"  and "a general statutory authority to operate NGT,....".  It is well known that relations 

between Leeds City Council, elected members and functionaries, and the major service operators in 

Leeds have not been the most cordial or constructive since privatisation of public transport, a 
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situation which has not helped its development over the years: blame for this situation cannot be 

unequivocally ascribed to any party.  However, the Council is seeking to take to itself responsibility 

and authority as wide as possible in order to improve the situation: Bus Quality Contracts might 

achieve the same political end, but rapprochement and Bus Quality Partnerships would be far 

preferable. 

 

 

WRA finds that the information and arguments adduced for NGT do not lead 

inevitably to the choice of a trolleybus system with maximum segregation and 

precedence as the solution for the undoubted existential traffic problems of the A660, 

nor does it uniquely or even optimally satisfy the NGT scheme objectives. 

 

B.2  FAILURE TO MEET ASPIRATIONS OF THE CITY 

 

Like most Leeds citizens, WRA wishes our City to be, and be recognised as, a wealthy, thriving, 

diverse and pleasant place to live and work.  An adequate and functional public transport system 

must be part of that desirability.  However attractive a scheme might be for civic pride, if its 

implementation destroys more of what already makes Leeds attractive as a home and place of work 

than it contributes, it is not admissable.  This balance will be examined below, but first the claims 

that a trolleybus is “modern”, “green” and “rapid transit” and their implications are examined. 

 

 

B.2.1 - Failure to adopt new technology. 

 

Trolleybuses have existed for more than a century.  No other major city (in Europe or 

?worldwide (Ref. B.04)) is currently installing such a system ab initio and many that have one want 

to, or are actively, getting rid of them because of inflexibility, maintenance cost and quality of 

streetscene.  The thinking behind a fixed line system for Leeds was conceived in the early 1990's, 

even before, in terms of a tramway and is presently marooned in time, has not moved on with 

developing technology.  Had the application for a tramway not been withdrawn a decade ago, there 

would have been an equally vigorous opposition mounted to it, for the same reasons as now, i.e. it is 

an inappropriate imposition on a sensitive environment, a waste of capital money and unlikely to be 

financially viable without local government support (i.e. from Council taxes). 

 

Trolleys are no more than - admittedly nicely appointed - “bendy-buses” driven by electric 
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motors fed from overhead cabling: The electric motors that drive them are very little more fossil 

fuel efficient than those of a former age.  The designation “NEW GENERATION” in promotional 

literature should be read as implying no more than that: certainly they are no better appointed than 

is already available on current buses.  At full load, the currently proposed vehicles would have at 

least two thirds of passengers standing, compared to less than one quarter on current buses: the 

purpose of this is to allow multiple exits for quick turn-around at stops, but combined with stronger 

acceleration and braking hardly contributes to a leisurely, stress-free ride. There is an inconsistency 

in thinking in this respect, since the principal clientele is intended to be Park-and-Riders who will 

be doing relatively long journeys from the periphery to the City centre, and not passengers who are 

hopping on and off.  The intention to use articulated vehicles allows boarding and alighting doors to 

be separate, but again for longer journeys and with the majority of pasengers boarding at the 

termini, this is of lesser importance.  The advantage of articulated buses in this respect was not seen 

to outweigh the disadvantages to other road users and “bendy-buses” have now been largely 

withdrawn from the A660 route.  Similar considerations have recently driven London Transport to 

begin large scale introduction of free-range electric traction double-deck buses with three entrances 

and two stairs to the upper floor. 

 

Trolleybus destinations are inflexible, being a fixed line system, like a tram.  The system could be 

extended to serve other destinations (and this possibility of major extension of the network - though 

not necessarily with trolleys - to provide an integrated network for Leeds is one of the promotional 

points advocated by the NGT Team, but is viewed by WRA as being prohibitively expensive): the 

proposed line cannot readily or cheaply be modified to respond to changing patterns of demand.  

The system is projected to start operation at near 80% capacity at peak times, so that increasing 

capacity is problematic. Unit vehicle capacity might be increased by adopting triple sets, but this 

would require very expensive roadway modifications should provision not have been made in the 

initial planning, and the disadvantages to other road users (particularly danger to cyclists and 

pedestrians, even of double sets) are now recognised.  Frequency of service above 10/h cannot be 

increased without causing gridlock for other vehicular traffic at the signalised precedence points.   

 

Technical development of public transportation vehicles is currently rapid, and has overtaken 

the NGT concept.  “New” technologies which should be considered include  “dual fuel”, fuel cell 

and all-electric vehicles (with inductive recharging) and regenerative braking.  Such vehicles have 

been - and are being - developed and built the UK for others, both for trials and routine use: to use 

this capability would retain the financial benefit from central government grant within the national - 

even local - economy and acknowledge Leeds' worldwide reputation for light engineering 
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innovation and production. 

 

The “sparks effect” is offered as a further business and civic pride justification for the scheme.  It 

supposes that a fixed line system exudes an aura of worthy permanence, which encourages inward 

investment.  The argument is threadbare, and an impression of outmoded, make-do tat is more 

likely to be generated. 

 

Thus, the proposals are for an obsolete technology whose inflexibility will inhibit the 

organic development of the City and increase the finacial burdens on local tax payers. 

 

 

B.2.2  - Failure to provide "Rapid Transit". 

 

At an average speed of 25kph, the trolleybus service will hardly be “rapid” transit.  Some 

improvement in journey times will arise from technological improvements in traction, with stronger 

acceleration and braking: even this may not be a benefit, given that up to two thirds of passengers 

will be obliged to stand.  Standing is not as ‘comfortable’ as sitting, but the business case of quicker 

journey times mandates minimal boarding and alighting times at each intermediate stop, which in 

turn means more doors and less seats.  The projected improvements in on-board journey times 

(estimated to be a marginal 10-15% reduction at most for off-peak travel, perhaps 50% for peak 

flow periods, and these estimates are questionable) derive, not from new technology, but mainly 

from procedural changes (including more recently the possibility of re-introducing "conductors") 

which should be already in place on current bus services and which would already have brought 

great improvements in peak period journey times (a considerable amount of central government 

money has been spent recently on developing just such procedures: the delays in introducing these 

changes may have something to do with making the case for NGT); by decreasing the number of 

pick-up points; and by creation of sole use lanes with precedence over all other road users at 

points of conflict.  The significant effect of pick-up and set-down points is well illustrated by the 

timetabled journey times for the X-84 service, which at off-peak times is at this moment 30% 

quicker than the estimated time for NGT from Bodington to the City centre. 

 

On-board journey time benefits, such as they are, will be largely cancelled by increases in 

walking times to the more widely spaced stops for both trolley and conventional bus, and the 

increased waiting times at the chosen, non-communicating, stop for a service that is likely to be no 

more than half as frequent as present bus services.  The journey time proposition is examined more 
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quantitatively in the NWLTF SoC, as noted above at B1.3. 

 

In projecting benefits, the impact on all other road user journey times has been marginalised.  

“Other users” includes existing bus routes and stops, dedicated cycle lanes, pedestrian 

crossings/desire lines, local traffic movements and access.  Even using the factors in the way most 

favourable to NGTt's claims, the nett reduction in on-board travelling time for NGT passengers 

(disallowing the extra time necessary to walk to the more widely spaced stops) does not match the 

nett increase for all other users, giving no overall benefit for the community. 

 

Thus, the proposals fail to meet the City's ambition to have a modern, rapid transit 

public transport system, and in fact will lead to an increase in aggregated travelling 

time for the totality of travellers on A660. 

 

 

B.2.3 - Failure of Connectivity and Integration. 

 

Claims that NGT will increase accessibility, connectivity and integration in the public transport 

offering for the City permeate the promotional and display literature, although there is less 

emphasis in the TWAO application documentation.  In this latter, accessibility appears to have two 

meanings.  One, which we think is its proper usage, refers to the design of vehicles, stops and other 

road works which will make it as convenient as possible for persons with disabilities or 

encumbrances of any sort (luggage, child carriers) to be able to board and alight services: this we 

think an entirely proper and expected feature of any newly designed service, and to be increasingly 

respected as existing vehicles are replaced.  (See PEBC, Document C-2, §13.21, p61/87, "Using a 

TWAO, the Promoters .... will be able to specify ........ accessibility and integration.", while the 

Promoters have at disposal an Access [consultative] Group and "staff to input to design 

considerations for accessibility" - at §§14.8 and 18.21.) 

 

The second usage seems to be confounded with what we understand as connectivity - a parameter 

characterising the ease and speed with which all the different parts of a journey, from starting point 

to desired end point, can be joined together and achieved.  This is very much the focus of "Door-to-

Door: a strategy for improving sustainable tranport integration" (DfT, 2013; Document E-4-28) which 

usefully points out - "Traditionally, different modes of transport have been considered separately – with 

separate policy teams, separate funding and separate providers. While this reflects, arguably, how the 

industry operates, it does not reflect the way people think about their journeys. When planning the 
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commute to work or a long-distance trip, people think about the cost, convenience and complexity of the 

entire door-to-door journey – not simply one element of it."  - and -"Perceptions of inconvenience: 2.13 

By their nature, journeys involving public transport tend to be multi-modal as people have to get to and 

from the station or bus stop. Analysis from the National Travel Survey to inform trends and strategy 

work has looked specifically at the number of different stages per trip across different transport modes.
 

A stage is each part of a journey, for example walking to the bus stop and then catching a bus to your 

destination would involve two stages.    Journeys by public transport have more stages (1.02–2.74) than 

journeys by private modes such as by car (1.00–1.04).   2.14  Clearly, the ease of switching between 

stages is integral to the overall convenience and speed of the journey.(emphases added). 

 

The Programme Entry Business Case (2012, Document C-2) states at p11/87: "Scheme Objectives 

2.15   In April 2011, the five West Yorkshire districts and West Yorkshire ITA adopted their Local 

Transport Plan (LTP) for the period 2011 to 2026. The third West Yorkshire LTP establishes three key 

objectives which together take into account the national, regional and local policy context and form the 

foundation for the LTP strategy and implementation plan.   The three objectives of the LTP are: 2.16    

Economy. To improve connectivity to support economic activity and growth in West Yorkshire and the 

Leeds City Region."  and in Table 2.2, p12/87, a further objective is to:  "7.   Contribute to enhanced 

quality of life by improving access for all to jobs and services." affirming the objectives set out in 

the Major Scheme Business Case (2009, Document C-3-31) at Table 3.7, p3-21, Scheme Objectives 

##4, 6 and 7, and providing the basis for assessment of the Fares and Ticketing Strategy options 

(Document C-4-23, Table 2.1).  It is also the basis for expectations of increased employment:  ".. 

new employment in the city centre .... as a result of improved connectivity"  (PEBC §8.28). 

 

"Integration" seems to be reserved for how the various elements of public transport, bus, rail, NGT, 

mesh together, but it is really only one (though important) aspect of the whole concept of 

connectivity advocated in "Door-to-Door".  The PEBC, at §16.9, sets out the Promoters attitude, in 

that they are considering the virtues of Quality Bus Contracts and Partnerships to"provide 

significant scope for full integration of NGT with wider public transport services". 

 

However, it is quite clear that the Promoters have not properly considered the whole-journey 

aspects of connectivity and integration in making their choice of solution for the A660.  NGT and 

bus stops will be physically separated, therefore not "integrated"; the NGT service passes no nearer 

than 400m from the central Bus and Coach Station, and is therefore not "integrated" with long 

distance road travel; NGT stops are on average >500m apart (less in the city, more elsewhere) while 

bus stops are <200m apart, so that stops are less "connected" with residences and places of work 

than the existing bus services; and NGT services are to be less frequent than current buses.  When 
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these aspects are quantified in terms of walking and waiting times, the claimed benefit of this non-

connected system in terms of on-board journey times is cancelled and if weighted according to 

industry norms, the NGT service is seen to be worse than the current offering (for detailed argument 

see NWLTF Soc, section B8). 

 

NGT is not integrated - in our view is not integratable - into the City's transport 

systems and not connected to people's needs. 

 

 

B.2.4 - Failure to be “Green”:  fuel consumption and air quality. 

 

The claim is true when considered in isolation from the impact on all other traffic.  Local use, as 

motive force, of electricity generated remotely and on a large scale, not only removes pollution 

from the transport route and the City but is also more efficient than diesel powered buses and much 

more efficient than cars in using the energy embodied in fossil fuels (reckoned on the basis of 

passenger.km/unit of fossil fuel energy).  The Business Case itself (§8.33) recognises that “the net 

impact of NGT on the highway network results in increased carbon emissions” and that as a result 

the Appraisal Summary Table shows increased receipts from fuel duty “resulting from additional 

fuel consumption from additional congestion/increased highway trip lengths”.  This aspect does not 

appear to be addressed in the further Revised Business Case, part of the TWAO submission. 

 

Current plans show that other public transport is specifically excluded from all priority systems, but 

will be allowed access to some of the trolleybus lanes.  Any priority transit system will cause all 

other traffic to stop, idle and accelerate more times per journey than if the traffic were not so 

constrained, though this effect may be limited by co-ordination of tightly scheduled trolley 

movements and sequencing of control systems.  Based on reasonable assumptions about frequency 

and duration of these events, and NGTt's own estimates of modal shifts, conservative calculations 

show that an increase in nett fossil fuel use by other traffic along A660 caused by these events of 

11-17% would cancel any reduction through remote generation for trolleybuses.  Adding the effect 

on transverse traffic suggests that realistically the advantage would be cancelled by an increase in 

consumption of <10% (eg. from 30 to 27mpg or 50 to 45 mpg, respectively).  Such increases in 

consumption are easily realisable. True, the resulting air pollution will occur at points mainly 

outside the City centre.  The loss of many mature trees along the route, which would help mitigate 

the increase in pollution, and their replacement with saplings is dealt with more fully elsewhere, e.g. 

in the Drummond and Churchwoods Residents Association's Statement of Case. 
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Thus, the proposals fail to satisfy the City's "green" agenda. 

 

 

B.2.5 - Financial issues, mode shift and impact on the bus service.   

 

Leeds City Council will be obliged to find the balance of costs for the project, currently estimated at 

£78M.  Some Section 106 (and succesor contributions) are reputed to be in the bank, waiting for the 

project to mature and other granting bodies will provide some of the rest.  Even so, that the Council 

could find over the next 5y £20-30M and whatever overrun there is (?!) against a background of 

almost zero assets, a deficit on current account of tens of millions and reducing central government 

contributions, stretches credulity to the limit.  The Council will also be responsible for all future 

vehicle and infrastructure maintenance costs. 

The overall capital costs and funding are set out in table 20.1 of the NGT 2014 business case review 

January 2014 C1. There are no clear plans on how to deal with overspend on the capital costs of 

construction as demonstrated by the Council’s FOI response to the NWLTF (NWLTF SoC) which 

includes the statement that 

„ As with any other project the scope, quality and budget for the scheme can be controlled so to 

date there has been no requirement to report budgetary consequencies as none have been identified. 

Once the project team has gone out to the market and, if budgetary consequences are identified, 

then at that point they will be reported to the IT“ 

We believe that should capital costs exceed budget the Council and ITA will have to find additional 

funds from local tax payers or change the specification of the project. 

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) – Table 17.10 in the NGT business case review Jnauary 2014 (Core 

document C1) includes some appraisal sensitivity tests including separate calculations for increased 

capital, operating and renewals costs of 15% and a 15% reduction in NGT revenue resulting in a 

BCR of 2.01 and 2.24 respectively – both well below the 3.5 barrier imposed in Spending Round 

10. However there is no calculation shown for a combination of increased costs together with a 

reduction in NGT revenue. 

Operating Revenue – we consider that the demand and fare assumptions have both been estimated 

on a very optimistic basis. 

NGT business case review January 2014 (C1) Table 12.14 shows revenue of £16.02 m for 2016 

assuming demand of 11.79 journeys. The predictions of switch from car to trolley bus are over-

optimistic „guesses“ because there are no other UK trolley bus schemes to compare with. Table 31 

on page 48 in First West Yorkshire’s S o C estimates the number of journeys at 5.9 m – a 51% 
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reduction compared to the NGT estimate. 

The NGT business case review January 2014 (C1) para 12.34 states that „the resulting average 

yield per NGT passenger is £1.92 in the morning peak, £1.18 in the inter-peak and £1.54 in the 

afternoon/early evening peak using projected year 2016 fares in 2010 prices. These values reflect 

the proportion of concessionary travellers in each time period and are considered to be credible in 

comparison to existing bus fares over similar distances“. However if other operators reduce fares 

the impact upon NGT would be to reduce revenue either as NGT fares are reduced or passenger 

volumes are reduced. 

Operating Costs – NGT operating costs are uncertain. Table 21.1 in C1 shows total operating costs 

of £17.6m including promoter’s costs and vehicle leasing. Factors to consider include increases in 

energy costs, leasing costs and maintenance costs which would impact upon the projected revenue 

surplus of the scheme. 

Annual Operating Position –  

The promoter‘s Statement of Case Table 11.3 shows for a mature year:- 

 NGT risk adjusted operating revenue   £20.6m 

 Operating expenditure                          £17.6m 

 Forecast annual operating surplus        £  3.0m 

However the surplus quoted above in a mature year  could well be overstated if, as the appraisal 

sensitivity recognises, revenues could be reduced and operating costs increased. A 15% rduction in 

revenue combined with a 15% increase in operating costs would result in an annual loss of £2.7m 

Paragraph 11.6 in the NGT Statement of Case states that if revenue falls short of the 

contracted costs of operation the Promoter will need to make up the shortfall from their own 

resources ie the Council and ITA would expect taxpayers to meet the cost of shortfall.  

 

 Examination of the Business Case shows that profitability is sensitively dependent on the numbers 

of travellers switching (not from cars but) from buses: any attempt to charge a premium fare will 

make the bus service seem even more attractive, with its nearer, more frequent stops and varied 

destinations, even if - as is projected in the Business Case - the frequency of buses on the route 

halves.  This aspect does not appear to have been re-addressed in the later Sensitivity Analyses 

(PSoC C-2-33 Appendix 35, Modelling NGT and Sensitivity: File Note, AECOM).  Wymetro 

could, through a Bus Quality Contract, oblige the bus operators to charge higher fares to make them 

less competitive, but without it a mortal competition can be envisaged after which only one of NGT 

or the bus will continue to operate.  There is considerable concern that one (No. 28) and possibly 

three (+ Nos. 1 and 6) bus services could be completely withdrawn. 
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The benefits to the Leeds City region are put forward as part of the political justification for the 

NGT project.  These are that it is the beginning of a major change in public transport provision in 

the City, and that it will promote regeneration.  This latter may have some validity on the SE, 

Stourton, section which runs through some deprived and post-industrial areas where regeneration 

programmes are already active.  The only part of NW Leeds which has been claimed to need 

regeneration (and that not in the Business Case itself – it appears to be an embarrassed afterthought) 

is Holt Park itself: it is difficult to imagine how this relatively modern residential area with its 

thriving retail and leisure centre (the latter recently rebuilt) could be regenerated without simply 

flattening it and starting again.  As a part of a wholesale revision of Leeds transport, any scheme 

must still be sensitive - and wholly appropriate - to its setting. 

 

NGT anticipates initially acquiring clients from amongst cyclists (7%) and pedestrians, car users 

(25%) and the rest currrent bus users.  Mode shift is mentioned surprisingly infrequently in the 

supporting documentation: where it is, it deals entirely with ambitions to increase active mode use 

and renouncing use of the car.  (See e.g. NGT Statement of Case, p31 §5.21 ".....modal shift from 

car to NGT....";  Document C-4-10, Strategic Fit Objectives (2009) p10, §4.4  "promote modal shift 

from the car", and Document D-6-11, My Journey: Proposal 17, p66,  "enhance local accessibility 

and encourage modal shift to active and sustainable modes";and Proposal 22, p69, "encourage 

mode shift to cycling and walking").  We would take issue with the consultants, Mott MacDonald, in 

their view that "The scheme will facilitate a modal shift from the private car to public transport, 

while providing greater opportunities for walking and cycling." (Document B-9, Transport 

Assessment Annexe, at p3, §1.3.2 Policy Compliance, and repeated at p19, §2.7 Summary), when 

the adverse effects of the Scheme on cycle lanes and pedestrian ways, documented above, are taken 

into account. 

 

In only one place is transfer from bus services mentioned (Document C-2-9 NGT Model 

Validation Report at p13 (=16/79), "The NGT Scheme is principally aimed at mode shift from car, 

although it could also be attractive to existing bus users".  (Sic!!). 

 

Most of the modal shift from car use is expected to come from use of the Park and Ride sites 

(Document C-2-31, Appendix 32 to the Major Scheme Business Case (2009) as part of §6.15, p6-4 

"Park and Ride sites ..[are] ... recognised as key to mode shift [from car to PT]"), and while we 

accept the estimates for the Stourton Site, we feel there is considerable initial uncertainty about 

uptake at Bodington by out-of-town travellers. 
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Although Sensitivity Analyses (e.g Documents C-1-9 and C-2-33) have been conducted of the 

effects of several variables, including fuel prices and global economic conditions, on the robustness 

of the estimates of use, it is entirely surprising that variation in the success in attracting any of these 

traveller groups onto NGT has not been modelled, but has been a core assumption (Document C-1-

8).  We suspect that the revenue expectation is extremely sensitive to this factor. 

 

Also to be questioned is the choice of the A660 for NGT treatment from among the 7 (or 16) so-

called primary radial routes into the City.  If the prime concern is to improve Leeds' image as a 

“green” and progressive City, the choice is illogical.  The A660 carries only 5% of all centre bound 

traffic, but is already the greenest artery by several criteria: viz.  it has at least twice the proportion 

of all travellers using cycles or pedestrian ways of all the arteries, indeed numerically the greatest 

also, in spite of carrying only half the traffic of the next least used route; and it has by almost a 

factor of 2 the greatest proportion of travellers using public transport (Ref. B.05).  It would be far 

more logical to make public and active transport modes more attractive on any of the other arteries 

before being concerned about A660.  And according to the proponents' own data, it has traffic and 

transport problems less than any other radial route (Ref. B.06). 

 

The financial case for the scheme has yet to be convincingly made - and in our view 

that is very difficult.  The effects of a competing and non-interconnecting trolley 

service on the existing bus service will be very complex and likely to lead to a restricted 

service, with a poorer overall public transport offering on A660 than at present. 

 

 

B.2.6 - Creation of jobs.   

 

This is the most tendentious and nebulous of NGTt's claims, as is evidenced by the over-precise 

figure of 4,260 (in the Business Case, but quietly dropped from subsequent promotional material: 

however, in PSoC C-1-18, Wider Economic Impacts at §4.29 the results of Urban Dynamic 

modelling suggest that an increase of 3,700 to 5,000 new jobs could be attributed to NGT by 2031, 

many new employees coming from beyond the conurbation limits).  These were predicted to be in 

the City centre and “new” jobs, created as a direct result of the presence of a “rapid transit” 

transportation system somewhere in the City, though not directly dependent on it.  It is not clear 

whether these jobs will be extra to those currently available, or simply taking up the slack in 

changing employment patterns or from jobs lost outside the centre because organisations along the 

route have gone out of business or had to move premises due to disruption during the prolonged 
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installation period or due to severance from customers by the new road layouts.  The prediction is 

based on the experience of other cities which have recently installed rapid transit systems (trams), 

the reporting of which is likely to be biased towards self-justification or self-exculpation.  The 

mechanism for job creation is understood to be inward investment attracted by a modern, go-ahead 

city.  Some fear was expressed by DfT when reviewing the Business Case that the effect was simply 

sucking jobs and employees from the periphery to the city centre and not real nett job creation. 

 

If such jobs are created, extra people and necessary infrastructure will be needed to support them 

(Leeds, and particularly the NW sector, has low unemployment).  If about half the projected jobs 

are filled by people living along the A660, mostly towards the periphery, new transport to take them 

to the City for their jobs will be needed.  The possibly 2,000 commuters along A660 would 

themselves occupy half the entire peak period capacity of the proposed trolleybus, thus absorbing 

any potential benefit for existing travellers. 

 

The expectations for job creation are unrealistic. 

 

 

B.2.7 - Control of integrated transport system.   

 

Leeds City Council, through wymetro, have the very reasonable ambition to improve the public 

transport service with improved and flexible routing and timetabling.  This requires more directive 

powers over franchisees.  When the project was conceived the only way these could be obtained 

was if a fixed line system were in place in some part of the City (i.e. tram or trolleybus).  This is no 

longer true, as the legislation for Bus Quality Contracts and Bus Quality Partnerships now allows 

councils to take the necessary powers, and this justification for a fixed line system is irrelevant.  

However, there is now a danger that a BQC could be used to control (of course, at an artificially  

high level) bus fares, so as to keep the NGT competitive.  This is a two-edged sword, but it also 

reflects the fact that public transport users on A660 have paid more per mile for their journeys than 

on any other route in Leeds.  The fixed line system necessarily involves a Transport Works Act 

Order, which is a legal device to enable NGTt and the City Council to draw together all the legal 

requirements for, e.g., Compulsory Purchases, procurement, road alignment alterations, and road 

works, into one package.  It is purely administrative.  However, in the submission to DfT in March 

2012 (§§ 3.11-3.15), the chief reason adduced in favour of a trolleybus system was that, since it is 

defined as a fixed line system, a TWAO could be applied for and would make all “our” lives that 

much simpler. 
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It seems a very thin argument in favour of a system which will bring much harm and 

distress to the citizens of Leeds. 

 

 

 

B.3  DESTRUCTION OF AN UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION TO LEEDS 

 

The Far Headingly, Weetwood and West Park Neighbourhood Design Statement 2014 will contain 

the statement: - "The Otley Road corridor through Far Headingley and West Park is an attractive 

and historic route into the city characterised by wide verges and mature trees and its unique 

character must be respected.” 

 

In responding to a local Residents' Association's representations, Greg Mulholland, MP for Leeds 

NW, wrote “..  a big challenge is the layout of the Leeds Metropolitan area ....” for the 

implementation of an integrated, preferably light rail, passenger transport system.  Precisely!  

Rather than fit the transport system proposals to reality, the City is to be remodelled to take a toy 

train set.  “If I wanted to go there, I wouldn't be starting from here”! 

 

 

B.3.1 - Nature of the A660 

 

The fundamental problem is that the Otley Road/Headingley Lane route acts primarily as a 'local 

distributor road' and only secondarily as a 'trunk' or 'main through' road, illustrated by the facts that 

the access roads to the north of Headingley Lane, from Hyde Park to Wood Lane, and to the west of 

Otley Road, from St Chad's Church to Kepstorn Road, have no alternative access (see Appendix 

A).  There are also mixed uses and 'active frontages' along much of the route's length.  Any public 

transport system and the associated traffic management must recognise these facts.  NGT is forcing 

an inappropriate solution onto a sensitive environment – hence all the design conflicts and impacts 

on other road users, local businesses and residents. 

 

It is obvious that any rapid transit system on the route of the A660 cannot deliver even its claimed 

advantages without two pre-requisites: - i)  a track which it has the sole right to travel along; and ii)  

a means of securing absolute precedence over transverse traffic at points of conflict. 
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These two pre-requisites can be satisfied, but only at considerable cost to all other road users, most 

particularly to the very considerable number of travellers pursuing circumferential routes which 

cross A660; to the properties immediately on the highway and to their owners; and to the 

communities through which the track passes. 

 

It would be perfectly possible to put such a privileged track down the entire required length of Otley 

Old Road and the A660 on the existing carriageway: unfortunately, there are points, even stretches, 

where this would leave no room for any other road user – pedestrian, cyclist, private motorist, other 

public transport, refuse and emergency vehicles and heavy transport.  Even at the most optimistic 

estimates of usage, NGT passengers would comprise no more than 25% of all users of A660, 

therefore on a democratic basis extremely strong justification is needed to give the required 

precedences.  It is simply not acceptable to deny any class of current road user access to A660 

unless an equivalent or better alternative is offered. 

 

There are two possible solutions to the conundrum – widen the carriageway or by-pass the points of 

conflict (overground, underground or to the side).  Each solution might be considered for each 

particular point, and the choice and subsequent detailed plans might be subjects of discussion – 

even negotiation – in the coming months.   

 

It is perfectly clear from discussions with local and interest groups which have taken place up 

to this time that at each point there must be a messy compromise which will reduce the 

possibility of NGT transit being genuinely rapid and still not result in satisfaction of local 

concerns. 

 

It is also possible to conceive of electronic systems which would give precedence to NGT units at 

conflict points, although these would have to be very sophisticated (and reliable) to ensure cross-

traffic is clear by the time a unit arrives travelling at speed and not anticipating having to stop.  

However, as noted above, granting such precedence entails adverse effects on both journey times 

and fuel consumption which will likely cancel or outweigh any advantage to the NGT user, giving a 

nett disadvantage to the local community and to Leeds as a whole. 

 

There are two further general considerations for which solutions are difficult to conceive, viz. 

provision for other road users, and safety and access; and which militate against imposition of a 

privileged track on an historic and heavily used road having considerable narrow sections.  With a 

different road network off the A660 some of the arising problems could be dealt with but, as the 
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residents along the route are in an unique position to know, it is as it is, and there are no parallel 

routes to exploit.   

 

Adequate provision for other road users must include safely wide lanes for the many cyclists – and 

many more pedestrians – who use the route, even in poor weather, and particularly between 

Headingley and the Universities.  (Current proposals have some specific pathways for cyclists.)  

The remaining carriageway space is for heavy transport, buses and private motorists including taxis.  

Buses tend to stop frequently and for often extended periods during rush hours to pick up 

passengers (though this could be mitigated by better ticketing arrangements): provision has to be 

made for traffic  - and most particularly the emergency service vehicles which currently are very 

frequent users of the road - to leap-frog standing buses and other traffic, as it does at present.  This 

will in some places involve further road widening – with compulsory purchase costs and 

compensation becoming an ever larger component of the overall cost. 

 

Provision has to be made for pedestrians – after all, no pedestrians = no potential passengers! - and 

pavements will presumably be against the boundary wall of the highway.  Current proposals involve 

narrowing pavements to 2m, which with fast moving trafic on the inside lane and street clutter 

including bins, bus and trolley stops and multiple posts for lights and power supply, is unsafely 

narrow and a strong deterrant to pedestrians, even if cyclists are not driven onto it.  This is a 

particular problem for the schools with their duty of care for their students. 

 

There is also the problem of how access - to minor side roads; and to properties fronting the A660 - 

is to be provided and regulated for occupants, visitors, and service vehicles, including refuse 

collection and emergency vehicles. 

 

All these factors discussed impact on the desirability of this NW Sector as a place to live, work and 

do business (see below). 

 

 

B.3.2 - Nature of the NW sector 

 

This aspect is dealt with more fully in Appendix A of this Statement.  The character and quality of 

much of the NW sector and the A660 corridor are defined by its mature streetscape – the 

combination of Conservation Areas, important trees, heritage hard landscape and fine architecture 

creates a unique living and business environment which is highly valued by local residents. 
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Moreover, the character of the area has been instrumental in supporting residential and commercial 

property investment which has made Headingley and West Park one of the most distinctive and 

attractive parts of the City.  Critically, the unique public realm that characterises the corridor has the 

made the area highly attractive to the highly skilled workers and entrepreneurs on which the city’s 

economy depends.  NGT will be highly damaging to this public realm and undermine the 

attractiveness of the area for investment and living. 

 

The strategic case for any major public investment in Leeds, transport or otherwise, needs a clear 

economic rationale in terms of contributing to the competitiveness of the city. In this respect, the 

case for NGT is, at best, unclear and lacking evidence – it certainly fails to give appropriate weight 

to the negative economic consequences that will arise from the damaging effects of the scheme on 

the quality and character of the A660 corridor.  ‘Leeds 2030’ sets out a vision for Leeds to be the 

‘best city in the UK’ by 2030. A critical feature of successful, competitive cities is the quality of its 

environmental and heritage assets that create distinctive and highly attractive living environments. 

If Leeds is to deliver on its ambition to be the ‘best’, then the protection and enhancement of its 

‘best’ assets should be paramount. 

There is a substantial body of evidence linking the quality of urban public realm to economic 

competitiveness. Quality of place is widely acknowledged as a key contributor to the attractiveness 

and functionality of a locality as a place to live, work, invest or visit. The case was well articulated 

by the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE): 

‘A high quality public environment can have a significant impact on the economic life of urban 

centres and is an essential part of any successful regeneration strategy……Companies are attracted 

to locations that offer well-designed, well-managed public places and these in turn attract 

customers, employees and services.” (Ref. B.07). 

A review by Frontier Economics of the linkages between local environmental quality and economic 

performance concluded that public realm could have an influence through: (i) stimulating the local 

economy through increasing private sector returns, (ii) have a positive impact on perceptions of the 

area, and (iii) may retain and attract workers to an area.  (Ref. B.08). 

A study by Buchanan concluded a three year evaluation project capturing the impact of quality of 

place and streetscapes in the North East.  (Ref. B.09).  This focussed closely on the impact of 

quality places on economic performance and highlighted the contribution of public realm to the mix 

of elements that help make a location successful. 
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B.4   WIDER COST-BENEFIT ASSESSMENT 

 

Headingley is confirmed in the City Council’s own Neighbourhood Design Statement (Document 

D-3-3) as the city’s ‘number 1 suburb’. Notably, the Design Statement, at §6.6,states its purpose as 

being: 

“..to ensure that all new development respects and enhances this heritage and the character 

of the area, thereby maintaining Headingley’s position as Leeds’ ‘number one’ suburb in the 

twenty-first century.” 

For the Leeds economy to grow and achieve clearly stated public policy objectives it is critical that 

the character and quality of areas like Headingley and the A660 corridor are retained and not 

undermined. It is our case that the level of destruction to public realm associated with the 

introduction of NGT, loss of trees, loss of heritage townscape etc, will fundamentally damage the 

very character and quality that enables this area to act as an economic driver for the city. Such areas 

are in very limited supply across the city. Headingley remains one of the few areas of the city 

capable of attracting high value workers and their families, drawn by the very characteristics that 

the NGT will damage. 

Thus, it is our contention that the environmental consequences of NGT will serve to undermine 

rather than contribute to the city’s objective to be ‘the best in the UK’. Our competitor cities protect 

and enhance their unique characteristics, recognising the economic value they bring to those cities – 

this project demonstrates that the movers and shaers of Leeds place limited economic value on 

urban quality and environmental assets and will make the City a less attractive proposition for 

inward investment and labour market enhancements.   

 

One aspect of the wider cost-benefit assessment which has been fully dealt with above - but not 

appropriately by the NGT documentation- is the negative impact of the scheme on all other road 

users - in terms of travelling times, fuel consumption and general inconvenience. 

 

The benefits claimed in terms of reduced on-board-NGT travelling times, generation of 

employment and general economic growth are disputed.  Even if these benefits eventuated, the 

detrimental effects of the scheme in terms of loss of employment and businesses along the route, 

loss of community and physical and social amenity would far outweigh them. 

 

 

CONCLUSION. 
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We conclude that, in terms of: 

 

 non-expandability in response to demand; 

 inflexibility of routing, re-routing and re-scheduling in response to 

demand; 

 deleterious impact on the whole of the rest of the travelling public 

both on and across the A660; 

 lack of real journey time advantage; 

 the necessity for very extensive, costly, disruptive and unsightly 

highway modifications which destroy the valued character of the route; 

 

an overhead fixed line system with extensive prioritisation of road-space and 

junctions is not acceptable. 
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